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Abstract—Currently, bike-sharing systems undergo a rapid ex-
pansion due to technical improvements in the operation combined
with an increased environmental and health awareness of people.
When it comes to the acceptance of such systems the reliability
is of great importance. It depends heavily on the availability of
bicycles at the stations. But, in spite of truck-based redistribution
efforts by the operators, stations still tend to become full or
empty, especially in rush-hour situations. This paper builds upon
an incentive scheme that encourages users to approach nearby
stations for renting and returning bikes, thereby redistributing
them in a self-organized fashion. A cooperativeness parameter is
determined by the fraction of users that respond to an incentive
by choosing the proposed stations. It uses a decentralized control
process to calculate alternative rent and return stations for each
of the stations. These alternatives are then proposed to the users
when they approach an empty or full station. The approach
is based on a decentralized control framework that allows to
equipping different distributed software systems with the control
capabilities needed to realize the coordination efforts required to
achieve the desired self-organizing properties.

I. INTRODUCTION

R
ECENT challenges like climate changes, declining sup-

plies of fossil fuels, noise emissions and congestion

lead to discussions about individual means of transportation

in urban areas. Especially bicycles (bikes in the following)

have received an increased attention in city transportation, as

they offer a healthy and environment-friendly way of trans-

portation and allow to reach areas in cities that do not have

direct access to public transportation. Combined with technical

improvements of the underlying information systems, this

results in a rapid extension of bike-sharing systems worldwide

[1]. Obviously, bikes have drawbacks in comparison to other

modes of transportation, as the usage of bikes strongly depends

on weather conditions and the topography of the targeted area.

This makes bikes more suitable for short trips [2]. As men-

tioned before, the increasing success of bike-sharing systems

depends strongly on the introduction of information systems

supporting the whole renting process (finding available bikes

in the departure area as well as renting and returning them)

[3]. Today, many cities aim at implementing bike-sharing

systems in order to improve inner-city air quality and to reduce

congestion [4].

The main challenge for the operation of modern bike-

sharing systems in big cities is to ensure the availability of

bikes at the stations. In rush-hour situations, stations may

run out of bikes while others become full, thus reducing

the overall reliability of the systems. Therefore, the planning

and operation of redistribution attempts is essential to ensure

reliability and user satisfaction. There are several attempts

that have been tested to overcome these problems in scientific

research as well as in practice [1] (cf. Section II).

This paper extends previous work [5], where an incentive

scheme was investigated, that encourages users to approach

nearby stations for renting and returning bikes, thus redistribut-

ing them in a self-organizing way. This work is extended by

two aspects: First, a decentralized control framework is intro-

duced that allows the declarative description of decentralized

coordination processes to control the required coordination

efforts among the participating entities in order to achieve

the desired self-organizing behavior. Thereby, it shall support

different types of heterogeneous applications and systems. The

framework is used to replace the coordination processes that

were tailored especially for the used RinSim simulator [6]

presented in [5] by declarative, generic ones. Second, based

on the redesigned control processes, the efficiency of the self-

organizing redistribution approach depending on a circular

communication range coordination parameter is examined.

The communication range determines which other bike sta-

tions are within reach of a certain bike station and therefore,

receive the status updates emitted from this station as part

of the coordination process. There is a direct 1:1 mapping

between the communication range and the maximum distance

a user is detoured when an alternative rent or return station is

proposed to him. Thus, minimizing the communication range

is of concern when to ensure user cooperation and satisfaction.

Following the approach described in [5] a microscopic simu-

lation of an idealized Monday based on data from Washington,

D.C.’s bike-sharing system (2014) is realized. The simulation

will be used to describe the application of the decentralized

control framework and to measure the impact of the communi-

cation range as a coordination parameter. Washington, D.C.’s

bike-sharing system was chosen as a base for the simulation
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as all data concerning the system is freely accessible over

the Capital Bikeshare Dashboard [7]. The Capital Bikeshare

system has been started in September 2010 and until May 2013

it was the largest bike-sharing service offered throughout the

United States [8]. In 2014, the system had 345 stations and

about between 2400 and 2900 bikes were available for usage.

Like many other bike-sharing system the pricing is based on

the principle that the first 30 minutes of a rental are for free

(except a fixed membership fee). Each additional 30 minutes

require an extra fee. To ensure the reliability of the system

and therefore, both the availability of bikes and free docks

at the stations, Capital Bikeshare uses trucks to redistribute

the bikes [9]. Fig. 1 shows the rebalancing efforts ventured by

Capital Bikeshare in 2014. The figure shows that the operation

of such a bike-sharing systems requires a significant amount

of redistribution efforts.

Fig. 1. Capital Bikeshare rebalancing efforts in 2014 (data taken from [7]).

However as shown in Fig. 2 stations still tend to become

empty or full. Here the number of full and empty instances per

month in 2014 are shown. From the data it becomes visibly,

that the amount of empty stations is higher than the amount

of full stations, indicating that the stations may be designed

to have spare capacities to increase the chance that a bike

can be returned at a station. In conclusion, the figure shows

that, despite the redistribution efforts that are already carried

out, there is potential for further improvement. This can either

be an increasing number of truck-based redistributions or the

introduction of new approaches, especially to overcome the

problem of empty stations, e.g., by a self-organizing approach

for the redistribution of bikes by the users.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: the next

section will introduce related work in terms of the operation

and planning of redistribution attempts as well as approaches

dealing with the realization of self-organizing behavior based

on decentralized control. Section III presents a decentralized

control framework designed to allow the construction of

decentralized coordination processes for different types of

applications and systems. In Section IV, a Multi-Agent-based

Fig. 2. Number of full/empty instances in 2014 (data taken from [7]).

simulation system of Washington D.C.’s bike-sharing system

is introduced and it is described how the decentralized control

framework is used to realize the self-organizing redistribution

of bikes in the simulation system. Section V presents the

results of the simulation and evaluates the impact of the com-

munication range coordination parameter to the self-organizing

strategy. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper and presents

an outlook on future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Several attempts have been ventured out to overcome the

previous mentioned problem of maintaining reliability in bike-

sharing systems. The authors of [10] used clustering tech-

niques to identify shared behaviors across stations in order to

predict short-term station usage for Barcelona’s Bicing system.

Thereby, they provide a spatiotemporal analysis of 13 weeks

of bike station usage to sense and predict the rush on certain

stations depending on their location and the time of day.

Thus, supporting the operation of the system by providing

planning support for the distribution of bikes. Similar work,

also focusing on Barcelona’s Bicing system was done in [11].

The authors analyzed human mobility data in an urban area

using the amount of available bikes at the stations. Based on

the data sampled by the system operator’s website temporal

and geographic mobility patterns within the city have been

detected. These patterns were applied to predict the number

of available bikes at the stations ahead. The timeliness of

the whole bike-sharing topic is elaborated in [12] where the

characteristics and commonalities between particular bike-

sharing systems with a view to deriving influences on the

sustainability of systems is explored. The empirical study

analyzes bike-sharing systems in five Chinese cities. As China

is suffering from severe negative consequence of high pri-

vate vehicle usage in large and densely populated cities, it

would greatly benefit from an environmentally-friendly way of

transportation like bicycling. China has a long history of bike

usage in the country and therefore, it provides a great potential

for such a green form of travel to be part of public and
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private transportation. Therefore, the authors of [12] analyze

the effect of different bike-sharing systems in China and draw

conclusions based on their success for the development of new

systems.

In terms of building self-adaptive and self-organizing sys-

tems, there are several approaches which deal with the as-

sociated challenges. Research areas like Autonomic [13] or

Organic Computing [14] provide approaches to solve these

challenges. Both approaches rely on different types of feed-

back loops based on (usually) centralized control elements.

According to [15] feedback loops are a key design element

within a distributed system in order to exhibit adaptivity.

Feedback loops normally consist of three main components:

(1) Sensors are in charge of observing the behavior and the

(current) status of the component, respectively the environment

it is situated in. (2) Actuators can change the configuration of

the system, which can lead to changes in the component’s be-

havior. (3) A computing entity serves as a connector between

the system input (sensor) and the output (actuator). It can

be very different with regards to its internal architecture and

abilities (cf. [16]). The importance of decentralized control to

achieve requirements like resilience, robustness and scalability

in large distributed systems has been identified in [17]. The

work presented there distinguishes decentralized self-adaptive

solutions from their centralized counterparts and also proofs

some of the key research challenges for the realization of

decentralized self-adaptation.

Related work in terms of decentralized coordination is

among others presented in [18]. There a framework for

the decentralized coordination of ubiquitous web services is

proposed. It is based on an Event-Condition-Action (ECA)

approach and relies on an XML-based language for describing

ECA rules that are embedded in web service-enabled devices.

Another example for a self-organizing infrastructure that offers

coordination capabilities, inspired by chemical reactions is

the TuCSoN coordination space concept [19]. It relies on a

multiplicity of independent communication abstractions, called

tuple centers. These can be spread over Internet nodes and

are used by agents to interact with each other. TuCSoN

exploits tuple centers as its coordination media, where a tuple

center enhances a tuple space with a behavior specification.

Therefore, the tuple centers are a communication abstraction

whose behavior can be defined to embed an overall law of

coordination. This is similar to the approach presented in

this paper which utilizes coordination media as communica-

tion abstractions. Also similar is the propagation of a clean

separation of concerns between application and coordination

logic as introduced by [20]. The authors of [20] propagate a

loose coupling between the core functionality of an application

(computation) and the coordination. Thereby coordination is

an orthogonal aspect w.r.t. to the computation when it comes

to the realization of distributed systems. According to [20] this

increases the generality when the coordination is swapped in

a separate model.

However, there is a lack of approaches that support de-

centralized coordination in general regardless of the used

technology and design patterns. The authors of [21] for

example present a decentralized framework for the dynamic

composition and coordination of autonomic agent applications.

As a first step toward such a general decentralized control

framework, that will be proposed in the next section, previous

work dealt with a middleware supporting the construction of

decentralized control in self-organizing system based on the

concept of Active Components [22]. Active Components com-

bine the autonomous behavior known from software agents

with the service provider paradigm from the Service Compo-

nent Architecture (SCA). A more detailed description about

the concept of Active Components is given in [23].

III. DECOF: A DECENTRALIZED COORDINATION

FRAMEWORK

Today’s distributed systems are characterized by an increas-

ing size and complexity, which requires novel engineering ap-

proaches. The utilization of self-organizing processes has been

proposed to enable adaptiveness of inherently decentralized

systems [24]. Self-organization refers to physical, biological

and social phenomena, where global structures arise from local

interactions of autonomous individuals [25]. It has turned out

to be a promising paradigm for the development of advanced

distributed applications and systems with strongly decentral-

ized control and high demands for self-adaptive behavior.

The designed decentralized coordination framework is based

on the concept that the self-organizing dynamic that causes

a system to adapt to external and internal influences is

controlled by decentralized coordination processes. The pro-

cesses describe the self-organizing behavior that continuously

structures, adapts and regulates aspects of the application.

They instruct a set of decentralized Coordination Media and

Coordination Endpoints. Coordination Media deal with the

interactions between the components (information propaga-

tion), while the Coordination Endpoints handle the adapta-

tion of the components (local entity adaptation). Together

they control the microscopic activities of the components,

which on a macroscopic level lead to the manifestation of

the intended self-organizing dynamic. The integration of the

Coordination Endpoints and Media is prescribed by declarative

defined coordination processes which structure and instruct

their operations (cf. Section IV-A for an example of such a

declarative coordination process description).

The Decentralized Coordination Framework (DeCoF)

emerges from a tailored programming model for the software-

technical utilization of coordination processes as reusable de-

sign elements in Multi-Agent Systems (MAS). The DeCoMAS

(Decentralized Coordination for Multi-Agent Systems) [26]

architecture introduces concepts like Coordination Media for

the propagation of Coordination Information and Coordination

Endpoints for the observation and adaptation of the local

entities. But while the DeCoMAS architecture is especially
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designed to equip BDI1-agent system with coordination pro-

cesses and therefore, is limited to such systems, DeCoF aims

at supporting distributed systems in general. Thereby, different

and also heterogeneous software components in general are

supported, allowing to equip not only MAS but component

based systems in general with decentralized coordination

processes to extend them with self-organizing capabilities.

The current reference implementation supports software com-

ponents written in Java. But, it is also applicable to other

programming languages in general.

Fig. 3. Architecture of the Decentralized Coordination Framework

Fig. 3 shows the conceptual architecture of the pro-

posed framework. Components respectively agents that should

be equipped with coordination capabilities to realize self-

organizing behavior based on the aforementioned concepts

are labeled as Coordinatable Components. As the framework

aims at supporting various types of MAS resp. distributed

systems in general, there are no inherent characteristics that

could be used to monitor or control the behavior of the

agents respectively components, e.g. different types of MAS

use different scheduling and life-cycle mechanisms, while

component-based systems might lack them at all. Therefore,

the concept of Coordination Events is introduced. These are

events that are fired by a coordinatable component, whenever

something relevant for the coordination happened inside the

component. A coordination event (ce) is a tuple with the length

2 (double or 2-tuple) containing contextual data about the

specific coordination event (cd) as well as a representation

of the event’s originator (eo). A coordination event is thus

defined as: ce = (cd, eo).

Following a separation of concerns between the applica-

tion and the coordination logic as propagated by [20], the

actual processing of the coordination events is handled by

a related Coordination Endpoint. The coordination endpoints

are loosely coupled to the coordinatable component via a

1The Belief, Desire, Intention software model is developed for program-
ming intelligent agents. It is characterized by the implementation of an agent’s
beliefs, desires and intentions and uses these concepts to solve a particular
problem in agent programming [27].

so called Coordination Event Bus. An event bus2 allows

publish-subscribe-style communication between components

without requiring the components to explicitly register with

one another (and thus be aware of each others). The separation

of concerns requirement is fulfilled by the loosely coupling

between the coordinatable component and the coordination

endpoint realized by the coordination event bus. Thus, the

component is only responsible for realizing the application

logic and do not need to have knowledge about (the present

of) the coordination endpoint.

When a coordinatable component fires a coordination event,

it is received by the related coordination endpoint via the

coordination event bus. The endpoint then processes the event

according to a prescribed coordination process definition. The

process definitions defines how different coordination events

have to handled by the endpoints. These descriptions contain

instructions on how to distribute the coordination event to

which other coordinatable components. The how is described

by indicating what kind of coordination medium should be

used for the information dissemination. As described before,

coordination media deal with the information propagation

among the components. The which is realized with a role-

concept. A coordination process definition specifies various

roles that components might adopt. Thereby, a component

can have multiple roles and a role may be carried out by

various component types. So to process a coordination event

the endpoint encapsulates it and enriches it with additional

information about the originating coordination endpoint. The

resulting Coordination Information (ci) is a 2-tuple containing

the coordination event (ce) and information about the origi-

nating endpoint (oe), thus is defined as: ci = (ce, oe). Besides

prescribing which coordination event, originating from which

coordinatable components should be published to which other

components, a coordination process definition also prescribes

which type of coordination event should be triggered in the

receiving components. How the coordination information are

actually propagated is part of the implementation of the actual

coordination medium. This regards the technical realization

of how the information should be distributed, as well as

how the subset of receivers is selected. Therefore, simple

coordination medium relying on a network-topology for the

information dissemination as well as complex ones, where

the dissemination of the information relies on, e.g. diffusion

processes in an (virtual) environment are possible.

Fig. 4 shows an UML class diagram of the relevant

classes and interfaces of the framework. A component that

should be equipped with coordination capabilities has to

implement the ICoordinatable interface. It requires the

component to implement two functions. The getId function

returns an unique string that identifies the component.

The handleCoordinationEvent function is called

whenever a coordination event relevant for the component

has been received by its coordination endpoint. Here the

2See: https://www.github.com/google/guava/wiki/EventBusExplained (ac-
cessed April 20, 2016)
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Fig. 4. UML class diagram of the Decentralized Coordination Framework.

component-specific coordination event handling should be

implemented. Also, an according coordination endpoint has

to created for the component. The framework provides a

helper function that creates such a coordination endpoint and

connects it to the component with a coordination event bus.

The framework provides a ready-to-use implementation of

the CoordinationEndpoint class as well as a generic

implementation of the CoordinationInformation

class. Abstract super classes exist to implement specific

CoordinationMedium and CoordinationEvent

classes. Therefore, if an application should be equipped

with coordination capabilities the following steps have to be

performed:

1) Writing the XML-based declarative coordination process

description that instructs the coordination endpoints.

2) Implementing the ICoordinatable interface for the

components that should be coordinated.

3) Identifying the relevant coordination events

and implementing them using the abstract

CoordinationEvent super class.

4) Implementing the coordination logic for the in-

formation propagation by extending the abstract

CoordinationMedium super class.

IV. SIMULATION: SELF-ORGANIZING REDISTRIBUTION OF

BIKES

The decentralized coordination framework described in the

previous section has been used to implement a coordination

process in order to control the self-organizing redistribution of

bikes in a simulated bike-sharing system. This section will give

an overview about the implementation details of the simulation

system as well as the usage of the coordination framework.

Also, the simulation scenario will be described.

A. Implementation Details

The simulation system is realized using RinSim [6], a

logistics simulator written in Java. It supports (de)centralized

algorithms for dynamic pickup-and-delivery problems (PDP).

The cyclists renting bikes at stations were realized as agents.

They are created at a specific station, where they try to rent a

bike and if a bike is available at the station, they drive it to their

designated destination stations, where they return it. In order

to map the road model of Washington, D.C., the corresponding

area was extracted from Open-StreepMap (OSM) [28] and

transformed into the graph-based road model supported by

RinSim. Thus, the movement of the cyclists along the roads

can be simulated by moving them on the edges of the resulting

graph. Following the PDP-modeling approach, the bikes were

modeled as parcels and the bike stations as depots. Time in the

simulation system is simulated in a discrete manner, divided

into ticks of 60 seconds length. Therefore, the simulation of

a whole day consists out of 1440 simulation ticks.

In order to rebalance the availability of bikes at the sta-

tions, as a possible addition to the truck-based redistribution

efforts ventured by Capital Bikeshare, an incentive scheme

for the users to stimulate them to re-distribute bikes in a

self-organizing fashion is proposed. The approach is based

on the concept that whenever a user tries to rent a bike at

an empty or nearly empty station, an alternative rent station

with a sufficient amount of bikes is suggested to the user.

Equivalent, whenever a user tries to return a bike at a full

or nearly full station, an alternative return station with a

sufficient amount of free docks is suggested to the user.

Thus, the distribution of bikes among the stations will be

balanced in a self-organizing way, as users renting a bike

are detoured from empty stations to, preferably full or nearly

full ones or at least non-empty ones. The same goes for the

returning of bikes, where users are detoured from full or nearly

full stations to preferably empty or at least non-full ones.
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For the simulation the alternative stations are proposed to

the user agents whenever they approach a station, in a real

world scenario a mobile phone application is imaginable that

informs users about alternative rent or return stations before

they actually approach them in case they state their intent to

approach a station a priori. Possible incentives for a detour

are, e.g., free minutes that are added to the users next trips

or virtual bonus points that they can exchange for goodies in

web shop, similar to the bonus programs of many retail stores.

Fig. 5 depicts the whole process from a user’s point of view.

Fig. 5. UML activity diagram describing the rent/return process from a user’s
perspective.

A decentralized coordination approach is used to calculate

the alternative rent and return stations that are suggested to the

users. It is realized using DeCoF. Bike stations periodically

send their current occupancy rate to all other bike stations

within a certain circular communication range. Stations re-

ceiving such status updates from other stations collect them

and use them to calculate alternative rent and return stations

in a decentralized way. Whenever such status updates are

received, the receiving bike station determines the station

with the lowest and the highest occupancy rate from the

list of stations. The station with the lowest occupancy rate

is selected as the alternative return station and the station

with the highest occupancy rate is selected as the alternative

rent station. These alternative stations are suggested to a

user whenever it tries to rent a bike at the station when the

station is currently empty, respectively when the user tries

to return a bike at the station when it is currently full or

critical occupied. So, the maximum detour distance equals the

communication range of the stations, as only stations that are

within a station’s communication range are considered. For

the simulated scenarios, a critical occupancy rate of 75% is

used.

Following the usage instructions of the DeCoF

the bike stations that are implemented as RinSim

specific depot agents (Bikestation), implement the

ICoordinatable interface and are equipped with a

coordination endpoint. Every minute of the simulated

time they fire an BikeStationStatusUpdateEvent

as a coordination event which contains their current

occupancy rate. The according coordination endpoint

publishes this as part of a coordination information over

a RoadBasedCoordinationMedium. This medium

extends the abstract CoordinationMedium super class

with RinSim specific coordination logic. Therefore, it

has a reference to the simulator’s road model, so it has

knowledge about the simulation environment and the position

of all the bike stations. The circular communication range

is a configurable coordination parameter of the medium.

Based on the road model the medium selects all bike

stations within the communication range and publishes the

coordination information to their according coordination

endpoints. When receiving such coordination information the

endpoints trigger a BikeStationStatusUpdateEvent

in the coordinatable bike stations and thus, initialize the

calculation of the alternative rent and return stations. Listing

1 shows the declarative coordination process description

for this application. It shows how the Bikestation

agent is mapped to the bikestation role. This role

is used to instruct a decentralized coordination link

(deco-link). The link definition contains information

about the affected roles, the bikestation role in this

case, and how the coordination events should be mapped to

each other as well as which coordination medium should

be used for the information propagation. In this case the

RoadBasedCoordinationMedium is used and it is

configured with a maxCommRange coordination parameter

limiting the information dissemination. In case of the listing

a communication range of 1 km is used.

1 <coordination-description context="BikeSharing">

2 <role-definitions>

3 <role name="bikestation">

4 <components>

5 <component class="de.haw.c4das.bikesharing.

simulation.Bikestation" />

6 </components>

7 </role>

8 </role-definitions>

9 <deco-link-definitions>

10 <!-- Bikestation status update link -->

11 <deco-link id="bs-update">

12 <from role="bikestation" event="de.haw.c4das.

bikesharing.simulation.coordination.
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BikeStationStatusUpdateEvent" />

13 <medium class="de.haw.c4das.bikesharing.

simulation.coordination.

RoadBasedCoordinationMedium">

14 <properties>

15 <property key="maxCommRange" value="1" />

16 </properties>

17 </medium>

18 <to role="bikestation" event="de.haw.c4das.

bikesharing.simulation.coordination.

BikeStationStatusUpdateEvent" />

19 </deco-link>

20 </deco-link-definitions>

21 </coordination-description>

Listing 1. Bikesharing coordination process description (XML).

Fig. 6 visualizes the system’s self-organizing dynamic that

results from the previous described concepts. The dynamic is

composed of two parts, the Bikestation Coordination as well as

the User Cooperativeness, and it results from the interactions

between them. The coordination among the bikestations gen-

erates the alternative rent or return stations that are proposed

to the users. Then the self-organizing dynamic of the systems

depends on the users’ willingness to follow such a proposal.

Fig. 6. Self-organizing dynamic of the bikesharing-system.

B. Simulation Scenario

A typical Monday was examined in order to simulate

Washington D.C.’s bike-sharing system and to evaluate the

impact of the proposed coordination strategy. Therefore, the

trip history data of all Mondays (except holidays) from 2014

provided by Capital Bikeshare (the system’s operator) was

analyzed. To do so, the day was divided into 24 time slices. For

each of these 24 time slices the departure probabilities q and

the dependent destination probabilities q for the bike-stations

were calculated based on the ventured trips: The departure

probability pA for a station A is denoted by

pA =
nA

N
,

with nA as the number of all trips started at station A while

N is the total number of trips. The dependent destination

probability qB is denoted by

qB =
dB

DA

.

It is characterized by the fraction of numbers of departures to

station B from station A denoted as dB and the total number

of departures from station A denoted as DA. The simulated

scenario starts at 12 a.m. In order to simulate the different rush

at different times of the day, the mean total number of trips

for each of the 24 hours of the day was determined based

on the trip history data. During the execution the simulator

generates the number of cyclist agents specified by the rush

equally distributed for the currently simulated time slice. As

a simplification, all cyclists move with a constant speed along

the graph-based road model. In order to find a route from

the departure to the destination stations, they use a shortest

path approach and traverse the edges of the graph road model,

considering the edge weight as the distance to the next node.

The simulation was configured to allow an overcrowding of

bike stations, when no free docks are available. If a cyclist

agent tries to rent a bike at and empty station, this incident

is reported and the total number of rides that did not take

place is returned as part of the simulation results for evaluation

purposes. Fig. 7 shows an extract of the simulated map with

the road model and some of the cyclists and bike stations as

well as the chosen communication range.

Fig. 7. Extract of the simulated map showing the road model, some of the
cyclists and bike stations as well as the chosen communication range.

V. SIMULATION: SELF-ORGANIZING REDISTRIBUTION OF

BIKES

In order to evaluate the impact of the self-organizing re-

distribution strategy depending on the communication range

as the relevant coordination parameter, different scenarios

with fluctuating communication ranges as well as a reference

scenario without any self-organizing behavior were simulated.

In all of this scenarios the cyclists moved with a fixed speed

of 18km/h. Initially, half of the docks of the bike stations were
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occupied. The bike stations’ number of docks was extracted

from the data provided by operator via the Capital Bikeshare

Dashboard [7]. For all the scenarios simulating the self-

organized redistribution of bikes, a user cooperativeness rate

of a 100% was assumed. This means that the users always

follow a proposed detour to an alternative rent respectively

return station. This assumption was made for a more precise

evaluation of the impact of the communication range. A

detailed analysis of the impact of the users’ cooperativeness

rate on the proposed self-organizing redistribution strategy is

presented in [5].

Fig. 8 shows and compares the results of a simulation

scenario with no self-organizing redistribution of bikes and one

with a communication range limited to 1,5 km. The parameters

of the simulated scenario are summarized in Table I. The

figure depicts the number of stations that are in a normal state

(neither full nor empty) for both scenarios. It is observable for

both cases, how the number of normal stations declines with

the morning rush-hour beginning at around 7 a.m. (minute

420). Over the day, these numbers fluctuate only a little. In

the late afternoon (around minute 1000) the number of normal

stations recovers a bit. This behavior can be explained by

the rush-hour movements of commuters. In the morning they

drive from the suburbs to the city center and return in the

afternoon. Stations in the suburbs tend to become empty during

the morning rush-hour, while stations in the city center tend

to become full or over-crowded. The returning commuters in

the afternoon take bikes from the overcrowded stations in the

city center and refill the empty ones in the suburbs when they

return, thus increasing the number of normal stations. The

figure gives a first impression about how the self-organizing

redistribution of bikes improves the number of normal stations

over the whole day.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE CONDUCTED SIMULATION.

Simulation Parameter Value

No. of cyclists 7433
No. of stations 345
Cyclist speed 18 km/h
Initial bikestation utilization rate 50%
User cooperativeness rate 100%
Bikestation communication range 1.5 km

In order to further measure the impact of the self-organizing

redistribution with regards to the maximum communication

range, 6 simulations with different communications ranges

(from 0,5 km to 3 km) were performed and compared to the

reference scenario. Apart from the fluctuating communication

range the same simulation parameters as displayed in Table

I were used. The according results are shown in Fig. 9. It

contains the mean deviation of the number of normal stations

in comparison to the previous described reference scenario

with no self-organizing behavior. This value states how many

more stations in average over the simulated day are in the

normal state in comparison to the reference scenario. The

figure shows that with a communication range of 1,5 km a

Fig. 8. Results of a simulation scenario with enabled and disabled self-
organization.

maximum deviation of 10,7% can be achieved. This means

that about 10% more of the total amount of stations are

in the normal state in comparison to the scenario with no

self-organizing behavior. Considering 345 stations in total, an

improvement of 10% of the stations means that about 35 more

stations are in the normal state. Fig. 8 shows that without any

self-organizing redistribution efforts at least about 280 stations

are in the normal state. This results in 65 stations being empty

or full/overflown. By increasing the number of normal stations

by 10% of all stations to about 315 stations, the number of

stations that are empty or full/overflown is reduced by about

55% to 30 stations.

As the communication range is directly related to the

distance a user is detoured when he/she wants to rent or return

a bike, it is obvious that this value should be as low as possible

to increase user acceptance. Also the figure shows that a higher

communication range actually may have a negative impact

on the results. One potential reason is that the trip time is

lengthened and therefore, also the time the bikes are in usage

and thus, not available at the stations. In addition, a higher

communication ranges may decrease the density of bikes in

the area where they are actually needed. For example, they

might be detoured from the city center back to the suburbs if

the communication range is too high and therefore, no longer

available to meet the higher demand in the city center.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The acceptance of bike-sharing systems depends heavily on

the availability of bikes at the stations. In spite of truck-based

redistribution efforts by the operators, stations still tend to

become empty or full, especially in rush-hour situations. In

this paper, we explored an approach for the self-organizing

redistribution of bike by the users and presented a decen-

tralized coordination framework for the realization of self-

organizing systems. It is based on the concept that the self-

organizing dynamic that causes a system to adapt to external
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Fig. 9. Mean deviation of the number of normal stations in comparison
to a reference scenario with no self-organizing behavior. X-axis denotes
communication ranges in km.

and internal influences is controlled by decentralized coordi-

nation processes. The processes describe the self-organizing

behavior that continuously structures, adapts and regulates

aspects of the application. They instruct a set of decentralized

coordination media and coordination endpoints. Coordination

media deal with the interactions between the components

(information propagation), while the coordination endpoints

handle the adaptation of the components (local entity adapta-

tion). Together they control the microscopic activities of the

components, which on a macroscopic level lead to the manifes-

tation of the intended self-organizing dynamic. The integration

of the coordination endpoints and media is prescribed by

declarative defined coordination processes which structure and

instruct their operations. A microscopic simulation of a bike-

sharing system based on data taken from Washington, D.C.

(2014) was realized to show how the presented framework can

be used to build self-organizing applications. In case of the

presented bike-sharing system, a decentralized coordination

process was introduced that allowed the bike stations to com-

municate their current occupancy rate to other stations within

a certain circular communication range to calculate alternative

rent and return stations for the users. Thereby, we measured

and evaluated the impact of the communication range as the

relevant coordination parameter for the performance of the

self-organizing behavior.

Future work will deal with the structural adaptation of

coordination processes. Under certain conditions self-adaptive

systems may exhibit a behavior where performance decreases

and/or starvation may occur. Structural adaptations are a

promising concept under such conditions, that can be used

to realize the dynamic exchange or reconfiguration of self-

organizing coordination processes. By facilitating the concept

of structural adaptations presented in [29] for the proposed de-

centralized coordination framework it is envisioned to realize

the dynamic exchange of the described coordination process.

Thereby, another coordination process based on the formation

of clusters among the stations, where a random station will

take on the role of a super station for this cluster and receive

status updates from all stations within the cluster, so it can

calculate the optimal alternative rent and return stations for

all stations within the cluster, will dynamically replace the

existing coordination process at runtime.
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